
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TRAGEDY IN ROMEO AND JULIET A PLAY BY

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

In William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, a long feud between the Montague and Capulet families disrupts the city of
Verona and causes tragic results for.

The formal language she uses around Paris, as well as the way she talks about him to her Nurse, show that her
feelings clearly lie with Romeo. Boaistuau adds much moralising and sentiment, and the characters indulge in
rhetorical outbursts. At that time the Capulets and Montagues were among the inhabitants of Verona. History
of the play Romeo and Juliet was based on real lovers who lived in Verona, Italy who died for each other in
the year  In the Elizabethan era there was a huge demand for new entertainment and the tragedy would have
been produced immediately following the completion of the play. After the ball, in what is now called the
"balcony scene", Romeo sneaks into the Capulet orchard and overhears Juliet at her window vowing her love
to him in spite of her family's hatred of the Montagues. All in all, no fewer than references to time are found in
the play, adding to the illusion of its passage. Romeo, grief-stricken decides to take poison and die by her
tomb. No consensus exists on whether the characters are truly fated to die together or whether the events take
place by a series of unlucky chances. Romeo and Juliet borrows from a tradition of tragic love stories dating
back to antiquity. For example, the word "Romeo" has become synonymous with "male lover" in English.
Friar John is sent to deliver Friar Laurence's letter to Romeo. Index of plays by William Shakespeare
Introduction - The play and the image displayed in the picture This section is dedicated to Romeo and Juliet,
the play by William Shakespeare. Shakespeare became the most famous playwright ever because of Romeo
and Juliet and many of his other works. As William Shakespeare clearly did not want his work published
details of the play would have therefore been noted, and often pirated without his consent, following a
performance. Another point is that although their love is passionate, it is only consummated in marriage,
which keeps them from losing the audience's sympathy. The families are reconciled by their children's deaths
and agree to end their violent feud. For example, when the play begins, Romeo is in love with Rosaline, who
has refused all of his advances. Shakespeare's procreation sonnets describe another young man who, like
Romeo, is having trouble creating offspring and who may be seen as being a homosexual. On their first
meeting, Romeo and Juliet use a form of communication recommended by many etiquette authors in
Shakespeare's day: metaphor. Romeo is banished by the prince from Verona for violating his edict but
consummates his secret marriage. From the perspective of this form of criticism, the difference between the
two characters' friendship and sexual love is discussed heavily in the play. Sometimes these intertwining
metaphors create dramatic irony. In the end, the only way they see to defeat time is through a noteworthy
death which makes them immortal through art. Mercutio is offended by Tybalt's insolence, as well as Romeo's
"vile submission", [1] and accepts the duel on Romeo's behalf.


